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Background & Purpose: The emergency department (ED) is a novel but expanding area of
practice for physical therapists (PTs). Even so, the role of PTs in the ED remains poorly
understood. While many ED medical practitioners do not feel prepared to evaluate
musculoskeletal injuries/conditions, PTs are considered musculoskeletal experts who are skilled in
examination, diagnosis, and management of musculoskeletal conditions. To date, there are no
published studies that describe PT management of individual patients or specific conditions in the
ED. The purpose of this case series is to provide an in-depth description of five patients seen by
ED PTs in which the distinct contribution of the PT examination and intervention is highlighted.
Case Description: Five patients with varied musculoskeletal conditions who were
evaluated by an ED PT at Indiana University-Methodist Hospital in Indianapolis, IN are described.
Each case was identified for inclusion by a full-time PT employed in this ED. Researchers
examined each case by reviewing each patient’s ED medical records and conducting follow-up
phone calls at 2 weeks, 3 months, and 6 months following the ED PT intervention. Medical
records were reviewed for practitioner impressions, diagnostic tests ordered, interventions
provided, and recommended plan of care. Information gathered from the follow-up calls included
the patient’s account of the episode of care; additional medical, diagnostic, or rehabilitative care
received; short- and long-term outcomes; and patient impressions of PT in the ED.
Outcomes: Several cases demonstrated the ED PT’s ability to identify conditions that had
not been recognized by ED medical practitioners, one of which led to surgical intervention within
one week. In some cases, patients reported the PT provided interventions that led to immediate
functional improvement when medical interventions had failed to do so. Across the five cases,
patients reported that PT was highly beneficial and had a direct positive impact on the outcome of

their condition. All patients reported that the PT had an excellent ability to effectively answer
questions and demonstrated a high level of care and concern.
Discussion: It is essential that the unique contributions of ED PTs be understood as this
practice attempts to expand nationwide. Case examples can contribute to this effort. PTs are
musculoskeletal experts who are skilled in examination and management of musculoskeletal
conditions. This study outlined specific cases in which ED PTs were able to effectively diagnose
musculoskeletal conditions that, in some cases, had not been identified by other ED practitioners.
PTs were also effective in guiding appropriate discharge planning which allowed patients to
receive timely, thorough, and appropriate interventions, including reported avoidance of additional
ED visits. PTs practicing in the ED can play a unique and critical role in the interprofessional
management of patients with various musculoskeletal conditions.
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